
 Wayne Farms

Design and installation of a comprehensive 
surveillance solution.

828-483-4237

hello@getscw.com



The Problem

Wayne Farms LLC is the seventh-largest vertically integrated poultry producer 
in the US, with annual sales exceeding $2 billion. A subsidiary of Continental 
Grain Company, they produce more than 2.6 billion pounds of poultry 
products each year and employ more than 9,000 individuals.

With outdated camera systems causing more problems than they were 
solving, Wayne Farms needed more than just a security upgrade; they needed 
a complete overhaul.

Wayne Farms Technical Support Admin, Kenny Vass, was tasked with finding a 
reliable and local security partner to design and install a new surveillance 
system from the ground up.

But with 4 facilities that included a processing plant, two feedlots and a 
hatchery, they needed a security company with the capability and experience 
to handle a setup of that size. 

SCW was chosen for the project based on its industry-leading solutions and 
proven track record in delivering the setup and network infrastructure 
required for a camera network of this size. To address any concerns, SCW 
worked with Kenny on network design throughout the project.
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The Solution
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Due to the extremely outdated camera 
systems, a simple security upgrade 
wouldn’t offer the solutions Wayne Farms 
was searching for. Instead, the SCW team 
designed and installed a comprehensive 
surveillance solution that delivered 
complete coverage of Wayne Farms’ 
expansive facilities.

A complete turn-key solution, totalling over $225,000, was required that not 
only provided comprehensive security surveillance but didn’t tax their 
existing network

The state-of-the-art security solution included:
● 124 cameras spread throughout the 4 facilities - predominantly varifocal 

4k cameras
● 1 large NVR to act as the main server for the camera network
● Several PoE switches distributed throughout the 4 facilities
● 1 Ubiquiti Access Point and 4 Ubiquiti stations - used to connect some of 

the outbuildings like the HR Office or Guard Shack
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The Result

With annual sales exceeding $2 billion, a company like Wayne Farms 
requires a serious security solution. 

Comprehensive and fully-customised, the state-of-the-art surveillance 
system designed and installed by SCW covers their process monitoring 
needs and delivers complete coverage of all 4 facilities.

Complex in design, the system is easy to use, with all 124 cameras 
across their 4 separate buildings on the same viewing platform. By 
establishing a dedicated camera network, the new system of IP cameras 
doesn’t tax their existing network, a main concern Kenny raised from 
the project's start.

For Kenny and other employees using the system, convenience is key. 
With the ability to access footage from various devices, Kenny loves the 
system’s ease-of-use. "I can pull it up on my phone and it works great!" 
said Kenny.

Working with a local company like SCW built a strong relationship 
throughout the project that has continued to strengthen through 
ongoing additional jobs. From system adds to tweaks to the setup, SCW 
has been there to deliver whatever the client has requested.

 



WHY SCW?

SCW delivers robust, scalable security solutions customized to your 
needs.

With decades of experience and excellence, we understand your 
specific threats and requirements, tailoring a solution specifically to 
your business.

SCW services, supports, installs, consults, designs, and develops 
end-to-end solutions tailored to a client’s needs, and is flexible 
enough to let you decide which offerings you need.

Built to last 
SCW sells only commercial-grade equipment. This equipment is 
specifically designed for heavy use and scalability. As owners and 
operators of 11 fresh and further-processed facilities throughout 
the Southeast, Wayne Farms can rely on the robust, scalable 
solutions delivered by SCW.

Scalability 
The systems available from SCW are designed, not only to meet the 
client’s immediate needs, but to also be easily duplicated when 
more facilities are required.  With SCW, Wayne Farms could easily 
continue to expand.
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After-sale service
The right equipment, combined with free, US-based, lifetime tech 
support, made SCW the perfect partner for Wayne Farms.

Over 4,000 Five-Star reviews, with an average score of 4.9, say 
more than we can about the standards of our business practices at 
SCW. 

All of the cameras installed for the project included SCW’s 
standard 3-year warranty, with the ability to extend to five years.
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Get Started
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Learn More

With a robust, reliable security 
solution for your facility.

Our promise of world-class customer service and 
technical support is central to providing you with the 
best security available, anywhere.

https://www.getscw.com/industries/banking
https://www.getscw.com/industries/food-production

